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Abstract

This work should be seen as a pilot study of the effect that the common-sense

based statement that one understands and learns best in their best language has

on pupils in Swedish schools.

A number of students have been given a mathematical test in the language

they use for their normal school activities, and that is not their mother tongue.

Some of them (approximately 50%) were led to believe this particular test to be

language fair. Their average score on the test has then been compared to the

average score on the same test of the remaining 50% students who considered the

test a normal one. The difference in performance between the two subgroups has

been interpreted with the help of the concept of stereotype threat.

This pilot study showed a trace of the hypothesised best language stereotype

threat in a specific group of students and will hopefully serve as a guide for a

larger work that could prove (or falsify) the existence of the best language stereo-

type threat with statistical certainty, extend its range of applicability to a wider

group of students and establish its size as compared to other related factors.

A final caveat: This study is focussed on (and relevant only for those) stu-

dents that perform their school activities in a language different from their mother

tongue but that are fully operational in the teaching language.

Keywords:Stereotype threat, mother tongue, Mathematics, performance, second language
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Introduction

I have been thinking of many different ways of introducing the issue with which this work is

concerned in a clear and simple form. Finally, an open letter to Anders Flodström 1, published

(19 May 2007) in the språkspalten2 of Svenska Dagbladet3, helped me out. In debating on the

increasing role of English in Swedish Universities, Olle Josephson, a member of språkrådet4,

writes:

Om studenter, lärare och forskare aldrig får använda sitt bästa språk presterar de

sämre.

My translation of the above is: If students, teachers (lecturers) and researchers are never

allowed to use their best language, they will underperform.

This is a statement that Josephson presents as an indisputable truth, that does not need to be

backed-up with research data nor by any arguments.

In a similar fashion the recent debate, originated by Ebba Witt-Brattsröm’s article on Dagens

Nyheter [Witt-Brattström, 2006] about the importance of knowing Swedish as a native as the

key to success in school and in the swedish society in general, is full of similar non-verified

statements.

The scope of this work is to check if those statements, that have been given a large reso-

nance on swedish media, will have an influence on the scholastic achievements of those pupils

attending Swedish schools whose mother tongue is not Swedish.

My hypothesis is that what I will call the best language stereotype will depress the perfor-

mance of some of the students that identify with the stereotyped group by means of a mech-

anism that is known as stereotype threat. I will, in particular, investigate the effect of this

stereotype threat on the ability to solve mathematical problems during school tests.

1Former Dean of the Royal Institute of Technology who recently was appointed to the post of
Director General for the Högskoleverket, the organism that rules the swedish University system.

2Language corner (my translation)
3The second biggest newspaper in Sweden.
4Language council (my translation)
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2 Contents

The outline of this report is the following: In Chapter 2 I will give an overview of the

literature on the stereotype threat relevant to this study. Earlier studies investigating the relation

between performance and expectations will be also briefly discussed there. In Chapter 3 I will

describe in details the method and the scope of this work and in Chapter 4 I will present the

results I have obtained that will be discussed in the final Chapter 5.
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Acronyms and symbols

Many acronyms and symbols will be used in this report. All of them will be defined at some

point in the text. The following table is a quick reference to help the reader that is invited to

come back to this page whenever they5 find an acronym that they cannot interpret nor remem-

ber.

ST stereotype threat

LST low stereotype threat

HST high stereotype threat

NC normal conditions

CS school in the centre of Stockholm

OS school outside Stockholm

EN1 class of the English section of CS

EN2 other class of the English section of CS

SV1 class of the Swedish section of CS

R class of OS

C other class of OS

σ standard deviation

MaA A (first) level of the Swedish mathematical curriculum

for students of the Swedish Gymnasium

MaB as the above but B (second) level

S Total score in the relative mathematical test of Appendix B

A Number of problems in the relative mathematical

test of Appendix B that the student tried to solve

S
b
a Average total score S for class a (could be EN1, EN2, SV1, R or C)

in condition b (LST or NC)

A
b
a Average A for class a (could be EN1, EN2, SV1, R or C)

in condition b (LST or NC)

σb
i,a Standard deviation for the distribution of index i (could be S or A)

for class a in condition b

5This report is most probably full of grammatical mistakes since English is not my best language,
but the use of ”they” here is intentional. I prefer using the plural form of the third person instead of the
longer expression ”he or she”.





Chapter 1

Background

In this chapter I will first (Sect 2.1 and 2.2) present a brief overview of two works that I consider

as milestones in the evolution of how the relationship between expectations (from others or

one’s own) and performance has been regarded. This is done in order to give an historical

perspective to the concept of stereotype threat (ST), which is central to this work.

In Sect 2.3 I will then define and discuss the ideas behind the concept of stereotype threat

and its application to some cases relevant to this study. Also an overview of the literature

concerning the stereotype threat that women have to face in Mathematics will be given, since

those studies served both as inspiration and guide for the present work.

1.1 Labelling matters: The Pygmalion effect

At the end of the ’60 Robert Rosenthal, through a series of spectacular experiments

[Rosenthal & Halas, 1962, Rosenthal & Fode, 1963, Rosenthal & Lawson, 1964, Rosenthal, 1966],

showed that investigators’ expectations do influence the outcome of their experiments. This

was a result that appealed to the broader audience at least as much as it put most scientists at

unease.

Rosenthal had intented his research to mainly address fields as Psychology and Medical and

Social Sciences but Lenore Jacobson, who was then the principal of a public school in New

York City, proposed him to look for similar effects in another area: Pedagogy. The question

that Jacobson proposed to Rosenthal for investigation was: Do teachers’ expectations influence

the cognitive development of their pupils?

The experiment that they designed to answer this question was first published in 1966

[Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1966]. A detailed discussion, together with a series of similar stud-

5



6 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND

ies that originated from it, can be found in a (recently re-edited) book written by Jacobson and

Rosenthal [Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1992]. Here I will give only a brief summary of its design

and results.

At the beginning of the school year Rosenthal tested the IQ of all pupils attending Jacobson’s

school. He then randomly selected some (20%) of the children and told their teachers that,

judging from his tests, those pupils should show a tremendous blooming of their intellectual

capabilities in the nearest future. What Rosenthal and Jacobson wanted to obtain by this was

to increase teachers’ expectations on a sample of pupils (test group) as compared to the control

group of the non-labelled, remaining students.

At the end of the school year Rosenthal tested again the IQ of all the students. The positively

labelled children showed an increase 1 of their IQ score that was substantially greater than the

one achieved by the students in the control group. Moreover, the younger the labelled students

were, the greater was the marginal increment in their cognitive development as compared to

the one of their non-labelled peers.

The Jacobson-Rosenthal study has been (mis)interpreted in many ways. It has been used as

an argument against the validity of IQ-testing or to justify pseudoscientifical statements (ironi-

cally, since Rosenthal studies on experimenters bias were just meant to fight pseudoscientifical

conclusions!). What the study actually proves is just(!) that labelling matters, and that the

earlier a label is put on the shoulders of a child the greater the influence on their development

will be.

Labelling students who attend schools where the teaching language is not their mother

tongue (or their best language) as (potential) underachiever is therefore likely to negatively

influence their school performances.

1.2 Next step: Relationship between discrimination
and performance

In the Pygmalion effect discussed in the previous section students are not (explicitly) aware of

the expectations that their teachers have on them. In the case of discrimination of certain groups

of students, instead, the low expectations from the establishment are known to the pupils.

There are two ways in which the relationship between discrimination and low school perfor-

mance of a discriminated group is usually regarded to. One can argue that individuals belong-

1It is crucial to note here that it is only the IQ increment, i.e. the difference between the IQ score at
the end and at the beginning of the school year, which is considered, not its absolute value.
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ing to a discriminated group are not given a fair assessment of their performance by prejudicial

teachers or that discriminated groups encounter more difficulties since schools are optimised

for the dominating group. Often, those are both true.

There is a famous experiment by Jane Elliott 2 that shows a third way in which discrimi-

nation can affect someone’s performance3. Elliott was a school teacher in a school with only

white, middle-class pupils, when Martin Luther King was murdered. She was shocked by the

event and started thinking of a way to make her students, all belonging to the dominating social

group, feel the power of discrimination. She therefore decided to perform the following two-

day exercise with her students. On day one she would tell to her pupils that children with blue

eyes are more intelligent than children with brown eyes. As a consequence, the brown-eyed

pupils would have to wear a collar in order to be identified from a distance and they were not to

play with the blue-eyed children for the rest of the day. Elliot would ridicule brown-eyed chil-

dren at every given occasion and would encourage blue-eyed students to do the same (and they

did!). On day two, she told her class that she had lied to them on the previous day: Brown-eyed

children are in fact brighter than blue-eyed ones. All the activities of the day before would be

mirrored with the brown-eyed and the blue-eyed children trading places.

Allow me not to discuss here any of the ethical issues related to this experiment. This

would be outside the scope of the present work and, most of all, I lack the competence to

do it in an exhaustive way. The reason why I am mentioning Jane Elliott’s experiment is

another one. During the experiment documented on the PBS documentary (see footnote 2, this

chapter), Elliott gives the very same exercise to her pupils on both days: They have to solve

a tridimensional puzzle while she is timing them. On day one the blue-eyed children perform

significantly better than the brown-eyed. On day two the opposite happens! Worth noticing is

that pupils, on day two, were solving the very same puzzle as the day before. This means that

the blue-eyed children took more than double as much time to solve a puzzle the second time

they were asked to do it. Elliott is only timing the students and the time difference is of the order

of minutes, this rules out the teacher bias explanation of this difference in performance. The

explanation that school activity, culture and routines should be unfamiliar to the discriminated

group can also be excluded in this particular case. The two ways commonly used to explain

the relationship between discrimination and performance appear not to apply here. Also the

less common, but still more common than it were desirable, genetical explanation can be safely

2Jane Elliott repeated the experiment many times, one of which is documented in
a film freely available on the website of the PBS program FRONTLINE, at the URL
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/divided/

3Let me clarify already here that this third way is just a further one and does not exclude the other
two mentioned above.

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/divided/
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ruled out in this case.

The question is then what is the mechanism with which a discriminating treatment depressed

pupils’ performance? A possible explanation will be given in the next section where the con-

cept of stereotype threat will be introduced.

1.3 The stereotype threat

The concept of stereotype threat (ST) has been introduced by C. Steele and J. Aronson at the

end of the nineties [Steele & Aronson, 1995, Steele, 1997]. Steele and his co-workers were

trying to explain the difference in standardised tests (IQ for example) that certain groups show.

In Steeles’s own words:

A general theory of domain identification is used to describe achievement barri-

ers still faced by women in advanced quantitative areas and by African Americans

in school. The theory assumes that sustained school success requires identifica-

tion with school and its subdomains; that societal pressures on these groups (e.g.,

economic disadvantage, gender roles) can frustrate this identification; and that in

school domains where these groups are negatively stereotyped, those who have

become domain identified face the further barrier of stereotype threat, the threat

that others’ judgments or their own actions will negatively stereotype them in the

domain. Research shows that this threat dramatically depresses the standardized

test performance of women and African Americans who are in the academic van-

guard of their groups (offering a new interpretation of group differences in stan-

dardized test performance), that it causes disidentification with school, and that

practices that reduce this threat can reduce these negative effects. [Steele, 1997]

This hypothesis gives a possible explanation to the performance gap in the brown eyes / blue

eyes experiment by Jane Elliot. Her pupils were clearly capable of solving the puzzle, but

the fear that their performance on the exercise would classify them as typical examples of the

negatively stereotyped group impaired their capabilities. The fear of confirming the stereotype

(in this case that kids with a particular eye colour are less intelligent) constituted an extra

burden that lowered the performance of the individuals carrying it.

An important shift in the research on the stereotype threat has occurred from the beginnings

in the nineties to present days. In the first works on the ST [Steele & Aronson, 1995] the at-

tention was focussed on investigating the effect of the stereotype threat on the performance

of negatively stereotyped minorities. Aronson and Steele showed that African Americans per-
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formed better on a standardised test for admission to college (SAT) when they were led to

believe that the test was not meant to measure their IQ as compared to when they were told

that their intelligence was to be measured. White students, instead, did not show any variation

of their scores in the two cases. Aronson and Steele showed also that, if the race issue was

made salient by asking participants to prime their race4 before taking the test, African Amer-

icans scored even worse. This was the first study in which the effect of a stereotype threat

was empirically measured and while the ST-mechanism nowadays is widely accepted, the de-

bate about its size as compared to the gap in SAT score that minorities as African Americans

show is still open (see for example [Sackett et al., 2004]). The main criticism by Sackett and

co-authors revolves around the fact that Aronson and Steele only showed that in a situation of

high stereotype threat (HST) African Americans performed worse than African Americans in

normal conditions or that African Americans in a low stereotype threat (LST) regime scored

better than African Americans in normal conditions. This could not necessarily explain why

African Americans perform worse than Whites in standardised tests when both groups operates

in the same 5 normal conditions.

In the more recent works, in order to avoid the criticism mentioned above, the design is

therefore slightly modified. The approach is to suppose that a given stereotype threat exists

and influences the normal condition situation, which is the one in which the control group is

put. The test group is instead tested in a low stereotype threat (LST) regime. The results of

the group in the LST-regime are then compared to the results of the non-stereotyped group.

The advantage of doing so is that one can prove the existence of the stereotype threat (by

comparing the results of the test and control group) and quantify its importance at the same

time (by comparing to the non-stereotyped group).

There have been many studies of this latter kind, in the following subsection I will sketch

out the experimental conditions for one of them. The study is reported in a paper entitled

The Interference of the Stereotype Threat with Women’s Generation of Mathematical Problem-

Solving Strategies [Quinn & Spencer, 2001] and deals with the common stereotype that men

are better than women in Maths. On passing let me note once again that it is this study that

both inspired and served as a guide to the present work.

4In the USA is common practice to ask about people’s race and expecting an answer which is not
”human being” but something like Caucasian or Afro American or Hispanic or other similar things.

5Of course, that the situation is the same is by no means evident.
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The women can’t do math stereotype threat

Quinn and Spencer wanted to test whether or not the stereotype threat deriving from the stereo-

type that women are worse than man in Maths could account for the fact that women in ameri-

can universities do achieve lower results in solving advanced mathematical problems. Their

hypothesis was that women are threatened by the knowledge of the women-can’t-do-math

stereotype and the fear of confirming it with their own performance in a mathematical test

depresses their capability of formulating solving strategies.

The experiment that Quinn and Spencer designed was, in brief, the following. A group of

university students, proficient in Mathematics and composed of a fairly equal number of men

and women was taken as sampling group. They were all given the very same mathematical

multiple-choice test. What they did not know, was that half of them had an extra sentence in

the test instructions where it was stated that previous use of the test had shown it to be gender

fair. In this way the sampling group was divided into two subgroups, a control group (the one

without the extra sentence) operating in normal conditions and a test group (the one with the

extra sentence) that took the test in a LST regime. In both subgroups there were representatives

of both the stereotyped (women) and non-stereotyped (men) group. The average score of men

was higher than the one of women in the control group while men and women scored, on

average, the same in LST conditions. Quinn and Spencer had in this way shown that, in this

case, the women-can’t-do-math stereotype threat existed and was responsible for the whole of

the man-woman-score gap.

This was a surprising and exciting result that, as all good results, generated even more

questions than answers.

The first question one can ask is: Is this phenomenon only present in the US? The an-

swer to this question is in a number of similar studies [Inzlicht et al, 2000, Keller et al., 2003,

Schmader, 2002, Schmader et al., 2004, Brandell et al., 2005, Inzlicht et al., 2006, Eriksson, tbp]

done in other countries, Sweden included, all showing a ST effect on the performance of

women in Mathematics.

Another natural question to ask is: Does one need to believe in the stereotype in order to have

their performance depressed by the ST? There is no definite answer to this question. Schmader

and coauthors [Schmader et al., 2004] showed that stereotype endorsement is a crucial factor

for the ST influence on one’s performance. In their study women who showed to believe in the

stereotype about women’s math abilities performed worse in a high stereotype threat regime

while women who rejected the stereotype had their performances unaffected by the ST. This is

in contrast to previous literature on the ST (for example [Steele, 1997]) where it is stated that

the ST is ”experienced as a consequence of the mere awareness of its existence. There is no
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need to believe in it nor even to be worried that it is true.”

One thing that is instead widely accepted is the relation between the ST and the importance

that individuals give to the capability coupled to it. As Aronson and coauthors [Aronson et al., 1999]

put it:

[...] stereotype threat is in part mediated by domain identification and, therefore,

most likely to undermine the performances of individuals who are highly iden-

tified with the domain being tested. [...] To be threatened by the self-evaluative

implications of a stereotype that alleges low ability of some kind, a person prob-

ably needs to either care about having the ability or at least care about the social

consequences of being seen as lacking the ability.

Aronson and coauthors showed also that ”to interfere with performance, ST requires neither a

history of stigmatization nor internalized feelings of intellectual inferiority, but can arise and

become disruptive as a result of situational pressures alone” [Aronson et al., 1999]. This was

checked by selecting a group of math-proficient white males and invoking a comparison with a

minority group stereotyped to excel at math (Asians). These stereotype-threatened white males

performed worse on difficult math tests than the non-stereotype threatened ones in the control

group.

A third question that can be asked is whether or not a strong identification with the stereo-

typed group is needed. Also in this case there is no consensus in the literature.

On one side, Schmader [Schmader, 2002] found that, when their gender identity was linked

to their performance on a math test, women with higher level of gender identification per-

formed worse than men while women with a lower level of identification were unaffected by

the ventilated ST (they performed equally as men). Schmader suggests that high identification

puts an extra burden on the shoulders of the group members as they feel that the entire group

will be judged through their performance.

The other point of view is that a strong identification with a stereotyped minority can provide

social support and motivation to challenge the stereotype and therefore help to moderate the

ST-effects. Cohen and Garcia [Cohen & Garcia, 2005] introduced the concept of collective

threat and found a number of protective effects of group identification toward the ST both

among African-Americans and among women in mathematical contexts.

There is an analogous discussion about the effect of the ST on positively stereotyped groups.

They have been found to experience both a stereotype lift [Walton & Cohen, 2003] or a chock-

ing under pressure [Baumeister et al., 1985] as a consequence of the ST.

Another factor, which is not completely disentangled from group identification, is the degree

of social monitoring [Snyder, 1974, Snyder, 1986], which is the degree to which someone is
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susceptible to social cues. This will naturally affect the degree to which the ST influences one’s

performance.

The present study can be seen as a you learn best in you best language analogy to the

women can’t do Math stereotype threat. The questions I mentioned in this section are of vital

importance if one wants the analogy to function in a correct way. I will discuss these issues

in the next chapter where the scope and design of the present study is presented in detail.

One thing needs to be discussed already at this point, though. I do not make any claim that

the best language ST is responsible for the entire gap in school performance registered in

Sweden for students with a different background than Swedish as compared to those of Swedish

background. Of course, many factors play a role in generating that gap. The only claim that

this study intends to test is whether or not the best language ST is a factor contributing to the

gap.



Chapter 2

Measuring the extent of the
best-language stereotype threat in
Sweden

2.1 Goals

The recent debate [Witt-Brattström, 2006] in Sweden about school performances of students

with a (supposedly) poor command of the Swedish language is likely, in my opinion, to have a

negative effect on students who identify with the negatively stereotyped group. The stereotype

threat I would like to test is therefore the one according to which students with a different

language than Swedish as their mother tongue should perform worse/learn less than their peers

in Swedish schools in all subjects, this being the sole consequence of they not being sufficiently

proficient in Swedish.

The main question I want to answer with this study is whether or not a best language

stereotype threat exists in Sweden. A secondary issue is to measure its extent, i.e. its quan-

titative influence on the performance of the offended pupils. In particular I want to inves-

tigate the size of the influence of the best language ST on the performance in mathemat-

ics. The reason for choosing mathematics is twofold. In solving a math test the knowl-

edge of a particular language is only instrumental, i. e. serves only for understanding what

the test requires. What is crucial for solving a mathematical problem is instead the acqui-

sition/creation of the required mathematical concepts in the student internal (abstract) lan-

guage. Many studies prove that students with a different mother tongue than Swedish ac-

13
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quire and develop mathematical concepts outside the context of the Swedish language (see

for example [Rönneberg & Rönneberg, 2001]). In Mathematics the ST can therefore be re-

sponsible for a larger percentage of the gap between native speakers and non-native speakers

as compared to other school subjects. The second reason is the existence of a rich litera-

ture describing the influence of the stereotype threat on the performance of women in math

tests [Spencer et al., 1999, Aronson et al., 1999, Inzlicht et al, 2000, Quinn & Spencer, 2001,

Keller et al., 2003, Schmader, 2002, Schmader et al., 2004, Brandell et al., 2005, Inzlicht et al., 2006,

Eriksson, tbp]. As already mentioned in the previous chapter these studies can and will serve

as a guide for the present study.

A subsidiary goal of the present work is also to contribute to the debate (see Section 2.3)

around the coupling between the ST and the degree of stereotype endorsement, group identifi-

cation and social monitoring.

This study is not concerned with the issue of teaching in students’ mother tongue1, only

with the opposite situation: Students who are taught in a language different from their mother

tongue. To my understanding there is little correlation between the two cases and I will not try

to draw any conclusion on the former from results obtained for the latter.

2.2 Experimental design

Our test design is in many ways analogous to the study by Quinn and co-workers discussed

in section 2.3: A group of students is randomly divided into two subgroups, a test group for

which the ST is lowered and a control group for which the ST is not manipulated. Ideally in

both subgroups there should be an almost equal number of stereotyped and non-stereotyped

students. In practice that was hard to achieve.

The nature of this study required our tests to be run on a sample of students who are studying

Mathematics in a language which is not their best.

We have chosen two schools for our test, one in central Stockholm (to be referred to as

CS from now on) and one in a smaller town in the vicinity of Stockholm with supposedly a

large number of pupils with another mother tongue than Swedish (this school will be indicated

as OS in the reminder of this report). Since CS has a section in which students are taught in

English, we have chosen to double the size of our study there and to test the influence of the

best language ST on the students of both the English and Swedish sections. Further details on

the school choice are given in the next section.

1Modermsålsundervisning in the Swedish system.
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Students has been given two mathematical tests that are identical but for an extra sentence

in the preliminary instructions, which is meant to manipulate (eliminate) the ST (see Appendix

B). The extra sentence for the test in English is:

Students with another mother tongue than English have shown to score equally

well as students who have English as their mother tongue in similar tests.

and for the test in Swedish:

Elever med annat modersmål än svenska har visats sig klara det här provet lika

bra som elever som har svenska som modersmål.

In this way we divided our sampling group into two subgroups, one taking the test in nor-

mal conditions (which we suppose are affected by the ST) and the other one operating in a

LST regime. The comparison between the scores of these two subgroups constitutes our mea-

sure of the influence of the ST. The comparison between the average score of the stereotyped

(non-mother tongue) students taking the test in LST regime and the average score of the non-

stereotyped students (mother tongue) would, instead, give us a measure of the size of the gap

in performance not ascribable to the best language ST, or, equivalently the relative size of the

ST effect.

After completing the mathematical tests, students were asked to answer a questionnaire that

was aimed at measuring the degree of stereotype endorsement, group identification and so-

cial monitoring of the students. In the questionnaire students were also asked to indicate their

mother tongue (See Appendix C) in order to decide if they could be affected by the best lan-

guage ST. The questionnaire was constructed after the collective self-esteem scale developed

by Luthanen and Crocker [Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992].

The experiment has been performed in a double-blinded manner. Both the students taking

the tests and the persons having any direct contact with them were not aware of the scope of

the experiment 2. Also, when grading the Math tests I did not know if I was grading tests by

students who had worked in normal conditions or in a LST regime. The students’ solutions

were only identified by a number which was reported on the solutions, on the test page and on

the questionnaire. I graded the solutions according to the guidelines reported in Appendix D

while the questionnaires and the tests were kept in sealed envelopes. Only after the grading

was completed I opened the envelopes and could couple the results with the LST or the NC

regime.

2There is one exception to this rule, Pernilla Kronhamn, one of my supervisors for this project,
distributed the tests in one of the classes of the English section of CS.
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The drawback about this choice is that we could not be sure a priori that we would obtain

a sufficient number of students in all subgroups in order to be able to make a statistically

meaningful analysis of the collected data.

Choosing the schools

The reason for choosing a school in the centre of Stockholm and another in an area with a large

number of inhabitants with a non-swedish background lies in our intention to test the correla-

tion among the degree of stereotype endorsement, group identification and social monitoring.

The (prejudicial) hypothesis was that students in CS will have a lower degree of all of the above

mentioned factors than the OS pupils. The level of group identification and social monitoring

has been checked a posteriori by means of the questionnaire that the pupils were asked to fill

after completing the Math test.

Another important factor that led us to choose CS is the possibility of disentangling the

influence on students’ performance due to other factors from that ascribable to the ST. Even

though students in the English section of CS are taught in a language that is not their mother

tongue, they are not depicted in the media as potential underachiever and their teachers are

unlikely to have low expectations on them. Therefore any negative Pygmalion-like effect (see

Sect. 2.1) should not be present in the English section of CS.

Unfortunately we could not arrange the study in the two schools to be perfectly symmetri-

cal. In CS we could test two classes attending the Matematik B (MaB) course of the Swedish

curriculum in the English section but only one in the Swedish section (also MaB). In OS we

obtained to test two classes attending the A-level Math course (MaA) of the Swedish cur-

riculum 3. Another, smaller, difference, is that in the Swedish-speaking classes the persons

distributing the tests were mother tongue in Swedish while in the English-speaking section

tests were distributed by persons with another language than English as their mother tongue.

That could have had a small influence on the perception of the ST.

An asymmetry between the English and the Swedish section of CS was also introduced by

mistake by me: I removed one of the problems from the test to be given to Swedish section. I

also did not think about the fact the order in which the problems were presented could play a

role and changed it in the Swedish test as compared to the English one.

3A description of the content of these courses can be obtained from the Swedish school council
(Skolverket) website: www.skolverket.se

file:www.skolverket.se
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Constructing the math tests

The ST has been found to have an effect in memory-demanding mathematical problems but

not on well-learned arithmetic problems [Beilock et al., 2004]. An effect was also found in

problems that required to formulate a strategy [Spencer et al., 1999, Quinn & Spencer, 2001].

The math test needed therefore to be somewhat different from the ones that the students were

used to (not well learned) 4, it needed to involve multiple-step solutions (strategy) and it had to

put students in a stressful situation. With those aspects in mind I designed the tests reported in

Appendix B.

Since the ST we want to investigate is connected to proficiency in the teaching language I de-

cided also to use word problems in order to enhance the ST. This choice has evident drawbacks

as actual language impediments can interfere with our testing of students’ math performance.

The fact is that the ST influences only the results of the vanguards of the negatively stereotyped

groups [Steele, 1997]. This study is only intended to test persons who have a good command of

the language they use at school, only it should not be their best language. My working hypoth-

esis has been that the students participating in this test had no actual language impediments.

Any eventual discordance from this assumption is going to introduce a systematic error to this

experiment, independently of the character of the proposed problems. Using word problems

would only make this eventual systematic error more visible.

4I contacted the teachers of the classes involved in this experiment in advance and asked them to
show me some previous math test that their students had been given in order to ensure that the proposed
problems were unfamiliar.





Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Is there any best language ST effect?

In the analysis of the results I have considered two indexes, the overall score and the number of

problems that the students tried to solve (indicated with S and A respectively in tables 5- 5). In

the following EN1 and EN2 will indicate the two classes of the English section of CS, SV1 the

class in the Swedish section of CS while R and C indicate the two Swedish-speaking classes of

OS.

The most significant set of results is the one obtained in the English section of CS (see

Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix A). In this case the sampling group is of 45 units and only ten were

considered not to be affected by the best language ST (English as mother tongue or language

not indicated in the questionnaire). Moreover, given the fact that the two classes have the same

teacher and have followed a parallel course, they can be also considered as a single, larger set.

Let me first treat the two classes separately. In EN1 there are twelve students who indicated

a mother tongue different from English and who had received the test form with the extra

sentence about language fairness (LST regime). Their average score on the test is SLST
EN1 ' 7.2,

the standard deviation of the data is σLST
S,EN1 ' 1.9. For the same subgroup the average number

of attempts (max value 5) is ALST
EN1 ' 4.9 with a standard deviation σLST

A,EN1 ' 0.3.

The subgroup working in normal condition (NC) instead scored on average SNC
EN1 = 6.0

with a standard deviation σNC
S,EN1 ' 2.9. The average number of attempts for this subgroup

was σNC
A,EN1 ' 4.6 with a standard deviation σNC

A,EN1 ' 0.6.

A summary of the results for CS is given in Table 4.1.
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Table 3.1: Average values for the two indexes S (total score) and A (number of prob-
lems that the students tried to solve) with their relative standard deviations (σ) for all
the classes of CS.

S σ A σ
EN1 (NC) 6.0 2.9 4.6 0.6
EN1 (LST) 7.2 1.9 4.9 0.3
EN2 (NC) 3.5 3.0 3.2 1.1
EN2 (LST) 5.5 1.2 4.3 0.9
SV1 (NC) 3.7 1.8 3.8 0.7
SV1 (LST) 3.6 2.5 3.6 1.0

Although the small size of the sampling group does not allow any statistically conclusive

claim, it is worth noticing that in both cases the group working in the LST regime has scored

better than the group working in normal conditions as predicted by our hypothesis. The prob-

ability of this only happening by chance can be roughly estimated as being 25% (we correctly

predicted the outcome of two events with probability 1/2 each).

The other class of the English section, EN2, shows a qualitatively similar result. The LST

subgroup has an average score SLST
EN2 ' 5.5 with a standard deviation σLST

S,EN2 ' 1.2, while the

subgroup working under normal conditions scored an average of SNC
EN2 ' 3.5, with a standard

deviation σNC
S,EN2 ' 3.0.

For the number of attempts we get an average in LST regime ofALST
EN2 ' 4.3 with a standard

deviation σLST
A,EN2 ' 0.9 and for the normal conditions ANC

EN2 ' 3.2 with a standard deviation

σNC
A,EN2 ' 1.1.

In this class the size of the sample was even smaller and that is reflected in the higher values

for the standard deviations. Also in this case no statistical certainty can be claimed but, once

again, we guessed correctly the outcome of a two-possibility event twice, which is likely to

happen by chance only 25% of the times.

If we were bolder we could even claim that the overall result (guessing four out of four two-

possibility events) has only a 12.5% probability to have been obtained by chance. On the other

hand the two indexes S and A are not completely uncorrelated and the overestimation given by

25% is a safer choice.

For completeness I will give also the average values and their respective standard deviations

obtained when the two classes are considered as a single set. The average score in LST regime

is then SLST
EN1+2 ' 6.8 and its relative standard deviation is σLST

S,EN1+2 ' 1.9, the average

number of attempts is ALST
EN1+2 ' 4.8 with a standard deviation of σLST

A,EN1+2 ' 0.6. Those

figures are to be compared to the values for the normal condition subgroup: score SNC
EN1+2 '
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5.2, σNC
S,EN1+2 ' 3.1 and number of attempts ANC

EN1+2 ' 4.2, σLST
A,EN1+2 ' 1.0. These results

do not add any more information to what obtained from the analysis of the two classes each in

its own because the sample is still too small.

The rest of the data that we have collected are not equally valuable. In the Swedish section

of CS (see Table 3, Appendix A) there was only one pupil that indicated a language different

from Swedish as her/his mother tongue. This was not a big surprise for a school in the centre of

Stockholm but we had expected to be able to test a larger number of classes when we designed

this experiment.

Nevertheless, the measurement can be used as a test of the reliability of our design. Since the

ST is supposed to affect only the performance of persons with a mother tongue different from

Swedish the two subsets working in the LST regime and in normal conditions should score in

a very similar way in this case. In fact, the average score for the subset in the LST regime is

3.6 while for the normal condition the average score is 3.7 (that the values are so close with

a standard deviation of 2.5 respectively 1.8 is pure luck, of course). Also the values for the

number of attempts are close, 3.8 (NC) versus 3.6 (LST) with standard deviations of 0.7 (NC)

and 1 (LST) (see Table4.1). The fact that we predicted also this event in advance makes the

probability that the data collected at CS are only obtained by chance even smaller than 25%.

Another interesting thing to note is that the Swedish students, who have been taught in

their best language actually scored significantly worse than their peers who have been studying

mathematics in a language different from their mother tongue. Adding a full point to the

average to compensate for the missing problem in the Swedish class1 brings the average score

for the Swedish speaking class (without the student with a different mother tongue) to 4.7 to be

compared to the 5.9 that is the average score of the two English classes put together (without

the English speaking pupils). The difference is even larger if one compares with the average

score of the subgroup working in the LST regime, which is 6.4. I do not claim that this proves

that the statement that teachers, researchers and students that do not use their best language

perform worse has been falsified by this. A different teacher or textbook or curriculum could

most probably explain this fact in a much more convincing way than the different teaching

language. Still we have found yet another counterexample to an unproven statement that is

often served as an indisputable truth.

Unfortunately, for evident reasons, the data collected at CS, both in the English and in the

Swedish section, cannot be used to make an estimation of the relative importance of the best

1The problem -number 3 in the English test of Appendix B- gave just 1 point if solved correctly so
this is a generous assessment of the average score of the Swedish section class if they had been given
exactly the same test as the English classes.
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language ST as compared to other factors playing a role in the lower school performance of

students with a background different from Swedish.

The data collected at the OS are, instead, very hard to analyse in a coherent way. First of

all only few students (thirteen in total) indicated a mother tongue that was not Swedish. Some

of the students did not properly fill in the questionnaire after the mathematical test, further

reducing the sample size. Seven of them took the test in NC and six in the LST regime. With

a sample of this size any attempt to make a statistical analysis is hazardous. Apart from that,

there are also some qualitative observations that lead me to mistrust the data. Many of the

participants just wrote funny commentaries or drew pictures showing that they considered this

test as not important. Since it has only been proven that the ST has an influence on high-

stake tests, where stress is a key factor (see Sect. 3.2) it is not clear if, in these conditions, our

experiment could be significative.

For completeness I have anyhow treated the data in the same fashion as for the CS ones.

The two subgroups showed very similar results. The average total score S is 1.3 for both, while

the number of problems that the participants tried to solve, A, on average, is 1.8 for the LST

regime subgroup as compared to 1.6 for the control subgroup (NC). This cannot (unfortunately)

be interpreted as an indication of the absence of the best language stereotype threat for the

students at OS but should be considered as a result of a failed experiment. The data for OS are

reported in Tables 5 and 5 of Appendix A.

3.2 Relation among stereotype threat and stereotype
endorsement, group identification and social
monitoring

I tried to use the data from EN1 and EN2 in order to investigate the correlation between the ST

effect and the stereotype endorsement2. I divided the two subgroups, LST and NC, into two

further subgroups according to the degree of stereotype endorsement measured by means of

their questionnaire answers. All pupils who checked number 3 on the statement: Students must

be proficient in English in order to deeply understand the Mathematics been taught in English

(see column Q2 in Table 1 and 2, Appendix A) have been eliminated from the sample. Those

who checked 4 or 5 were put in the high stereotype endorsement subgroup and those who

have checked 1 or 2 in the low stereotype endorsement subgroup. I then compared average

2The stereotype endorsement is the degree to which one believes in a certain stereotype
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scores and average number of attempts for the LST and NC of the low stereotype endorsement

subgroup and of the high stereotype subgoup separately.

Unfortunately the data for the low stereotype endorsement subgroup consists of only two

units for the LST regime and three for the NC so that a comparison is not statistically mean-

ingful nor justifiable.

In the high stereotype endorsement subgroup instead there are six students who have taken

the test in the LST regime and scored an average of 7.2 points and twelve students who have

worked in normal conditions and scored an average of 5.2. This difference is slightly bigger

than the difference obtained without considering the degree of stereotype endorsement but it is

impossible to conclude that any correlation between the two has been proven.

No correlation to the group identification 3 can be made as the question number three (col-

umn Q3 in Tables 1 and 2, Appendix A) in the questionnaire was meant to check the identifica-

tion with the majority group in Swedish-speaking classes and is not meaningful for the English

section.

The coupling between group identification and social monitoring 4 on one side and the

stereotype threat effect on the performance on the other was investigated by means of question

four in the questionnaire. The data shows no correlation between the answers given to question

four and the scores of the two subgroups (LST and NC). In this case, on top of the limited size

of the sample, a crucial factor is that the question was probably not well formulated. It could

be interpreted in different ways and the persons who distributed the questionnaires told me that

students were puzzled by this particular question. If the study will be repeated on a larger scale

we will have to find a better way/question in order to measure the degree of social monitoring.

In general it might be a wiser strategy to have a four-step scale instead of the five-step scale

that has been used here in order to eliminate the middle-step possibility.

3The term ”group identification” indicates the degree to which one feels as part of a particular,
stereotyped group.

4Social monitoring is the degree to which someone is susceptible to social cues
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Concluding discussion and outlook

Our goal was to decide whether or not, in Sweden, students with a mother tongue different

from Swedish face a best language ST that depresses their performance. We were able to

collect significant data only in the two English-speaking classes of our sample. Is it possible to

extend the results obtained for non-mother tongue in English to non-mother tongue in Swedish?

The first thing to notice, in my opinion, is that the English section of CS is a perfect case

study for investigating the best language ST. I already discussed the likely absence of any

Pygmalion-like effect in Sect. 2.1 but there is more to it. An objection to the analogy between

the study that has served as a model for this one, i.e. Quinn and Spencer’s study on the ST for

women in Math, is that in the latter the sample was homogenous but for one single factor, the

gender of the students. It was then perfectly clear that it was possible to manipulate one and

only one variable, the gender-related ST, in a completely controllable manner.

When studying teen-agers in schools in Sweden with a mother tongue which is not Swedish,

instead, one is facing a much more heterogeneous group, in which the ST is only a factor among

others that can have an impact on their school performance. Moreover, the ST does not need

to be the same for students with different mother tongues. This makes it extremely difficult to

manipulate only the ST and therefore to measure it.

The English section at CS turned out to be, instead, a quite homogeneous sample, with many

students having Swedish as their mother tongue but using English in their school activities. No

trace of any actual language impediment was shown by these students and they all seemed

to ”care” about being good at math, which is a necessary condition for triggering the ST (see

Sect. 2.3). I believe that this is one of the keys of the success of the experiment in EN1 and EN2

and it is, at the same time, the main reason why the results from this particular group cannot be

directly extended to students with a different mother tongue than Swedish in Swedish schools.
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It is not unrealistic to assume, for example, that the best language ST, in other contexts, could

only be responsible for a small fraction of the gap in scholastic performance by non-mother

tongue students. In this case, even if an influence from the best language ST should exist in

principle, its size could be so small to make the best language ST effect negligible, in practice.

Nevertheless, it is very exciting that a signature of the best language ST showed up in this

pilot study and I hope that this could be a good start for a larger and more careful work on the

really interesting question of whether or not the language ST is responsible for, at least part,

of the lower performance in Swedish schools of those pupils with different background than

Swedish.

In any case, already at this stage, I would claim that this study suggests that caution should be

used before making (and giving wide resonance to) statements as the best language statement

reported in the Introduction of this report. They are not proved and they can damage a group of

people. To my understanding those statements are as valuable and useful as the famous women

can’t do math statement.

Another thing that needs further discussion is the, up to this point carefully avoided, defini-

tion of best language and its relation to the mother tongue. What do I mean with best language?

Actually, I do not have a definition for that. This study is not concerned with testing language

skills. This study is only concerned with the influence that an unproven belief, namely that

one needs to study in their own native language in order to perform at their best, can have on

students who use a language, in their school activity, that they might believe not to be their

best language. Students’ mother tongue is only a rough estimation of what students might

consider their best language. In fact, there might be some students who consider their mother

tongue not to be their best language (see, for example, student EN1 26 in Table5, Appendix

A) . The reason for not asking a question that could reveal instead directly what the partici-

pants considered their best is twofold. I did not know how to formulate a question of that sort

without leaving room for misunderstandings and without pushing the students to answer with

a lengthy explanation that would result in no clear indication of what they consider to be their

best language. Secondly, I assumed that most people consider their mother tongue as their best

language and therefore I considered negligible the error introduced by confusing the two. One

possibility, in eventual future studies, is to ask in the questionnaire first what the mother tongue

of the participants is and then if they consider it to be their best language.

I dismissed the data from OS as non significant and that needs some justification, especially

when those data are the only one that do not comply with the hypothesis I wished to prove

with this work. While the fact that the sampling group was too small to draw any significant

conclusion is indisputable, my qualitative arguments are not. The fact that the students were
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not motivated enough could for example be a signal in itself. They had just finished their MaA

course and they just wanted to know their scores in the real test, i.e. the Swedish national

test in level A of Mathematics, but that actually applies to the CS students as well (with the

sole difference of having MaB instead of MaA). One possibility is that the mathematical test

I designed was too difficult or simply wrongly designed. I cannot determine if this is the case

at the present stage 1. Another possibility is the systematic error that I mentioned in Sect. 3.2.

The proposed problems are, for the reasons given also in Sect. 3.2, language-demanding, word

problems. Therefore an actual lack of language proficiency would invalidate an experiment like

the one described here. Even though I cannot rule this possibility out, I tend to exclude it on the

basis of the fact that the participants who indicated Swedish as their mother tongue scored and

performed in a very similar way. Maybe a different attitude towards school, a different school

culture or capability from the teachers’ side of engaging their students in a research project is

the reason behind the different outcome of basically the same experiment in CS and OS. The

fact is that all these are only speculations that can be verified in only one way, by doing a more

carefully designed and larger experiment.

The subsidiary goal that I had in mind was to investigate the correlation among stereotype

threat, stereotype endorsement, group identification and social monitoring. The size of our

sample does not allow to draw any conclusion on that. But there is also room for improvements

on the design of the questionnaire that I used for this purpose. The idea of the questionnaire

in itself is a good one, in my opinion, since it preserves the double-blinded nature of the study.

But it needs crucial improvements on the implementation side. Questions, for example, should

be reformulated, possibly with the help of a psychologist.

Finally, the size of the study has to be dramatically increased. It is crucial not to know in

advance how many students will be in the test group and how many in the control group and

it is equally important not to single out students that correspond to the typology that has to be

tested. Therefore one needs at least thirty to fourthy classes in order to obtain a statistically

significant sample.

1I asked one of the teachers of OS if that was the case but I did not receive any answer.
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Appendix A: Experimental data

In all tables presented in this Appendix I have used the following notation: ID indicates the

identification code (class and student), S the total score, A the number of attempts, L the

language, Q3-Q4 the answers to questions 2-4 on the questionnaire (Appendix C), T refers

to the ST trigger: Y indicates the presence of the extra sentence in the instructions ensuring

that the test is language fair, N its absence. The language indicated by the students has been

changed to English/Non-English in EN1 and EN2 and in Swedish/non-Swedish in the rest of

the sample in order to preserve anonymity. The column ”notes” reports annotations made by

the students either on the math test or in answering to the questionnaire (mainly to the mother

tongue question). Those are followed by ”(sa)”. My annotations are instead marked with

”(ma)”.
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Table 1: Collected data for the first class (EN1) of the English section of CS.

ID S A L Q2 Q3 Q4 T Notes
EN1 1 8 5 Other 4 5 5 N
EN1 2 9 5 Other 3 5 1 Y
EN1 3 2 4 Other 5 4 3 N
EN1 4 4 5 English 3 3 3 Y
EN1 5 4 4 Other 3 2 3 N
EN1 6 9 5 Other 3 2 3 Y
EN1 7 6 5 Other/Other 3 3 3 N Fluent in English age 9 (sa)
EN1 8 7 5 Other 5 5 3 Y English school 4 years (sa)
EN1 9 12 5 Other 4 5 2 N Math in English all my life (sa)

EN1 10 6 5 Other 3 2 1 Y
EN1 11 6 5 Other/Other 4 3 4 N
EN1 12 11 5 Other 2 5 3 Y
EN1 13 10 5 Other 2 2 2 N
EN1 14 8 5 Other 4 3 2 Y
EN1 15 8 5 Other 2 5 3 N
EN1 16 7 5 Other 5 4 3 Y
EN1 17 2 4 Other 3 2 3 N
EN1 18 6 5 Other 3 5 3 Y
EN1 19 3 5 Other 3 4 2 N
EN1 20 8 5 Other 4 4 3 Y English at school (sa)
EN1 21 5 5 Other 4 4 1 N
EN1 22 6 5 Other 2 2 4 Y
EN1 23 5 3 Other 4 5 1 N
EN1 24 5 4 Other 3 4 2 Y
EN1 25 7 5 Other/Other 3 4 2 N
EN1 26 4 5 Other 3 2 1 Y Speak E better (sa)
EN1 31 2 2 - 3 2 3 Y
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Table 2: Collected data for the second class (EN2) of the English section of CS.

ID S A L Q2 Q3 Q4 T Notes
EN2 1 3 3 Other 4 3 2 N
EN2 2 7 5 - 4 1 3 Y
EN2 3 1 2 Other 2 1 3 N
EN2 4 4 4 Other 3 1 4 Y
EN2 5 1 3 Other 4 3 3 N
EN2 6 2 3 English/Other 2 1 4 Y
EN2 7 8 4 Other/Other 4 2 1 N
EN2 8 5 3 Other 3 3 4 Y
EN2 9 3 4 English 4 2 4 N

EN2 10 4 4 English 4 3 2 Y
EN2 11 1 3 - - - - N
EN2 12 6 5 Other 4 1 2 Y
EN2 13 1 2 Other 4 1 3 N Twice: Don’t get the question (ma)
EN2 14 3 5 English/Other 4 1 1 Y
EN2 15 7 5 Other 4 1 4 N
EN2 16 4 4 - 2 3 4 Y
EN2 17 4 5 English 4 1 3 N
EN2 18 2 4 English 4 1 3 Y
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Table 3: Collected data for the class (SV1) of the Swedish section of CS.

ID S A L Q2 Q3 Q4 T Notes
SV1 1 1 4 Swedish 1 5 2 Y
SV1 2 5 4 Swedish 2 5 2 N
SV1 3 5 4 Swedish 2 5 3(?) Y Not clear answer to Q4 (ma)
SV1 4 5 4 Swedish 2 5 2 N
SV1 5 2 3 Swedish 1 5 1 Y
SV1 6 6 4 Swedish 2 5 2 N
SV1 7 2 4 Persian 4 3 2 Y
SV1 8 4 3 Swedish 2 5 2 N
SV1 9 6 4 Swedish 3 5 3 Y

SV1 10 4 4 Swedish 2 5 2 N
SV1 11 3 4 Swedish/Other 1 5 3 Y
SV1 12 2 4 Swedish 1 5 3 N
SV1 13 5 4 Swedish 2 5 2 Y
SV1 14 0 2 Swedish 2 5 2 N
SV1 15 5 4 Swedish 2 5 4 Y
SV1 16 0 4 Swedish 1 5 2 N
SV1 17 3 4 Swedish 2 5 3 Y
SV1 18 8 4 Swedish 2 4 3 N
SV1 19 5 4 Swedish 4 4 3 Y
SV1 20 3 4 - 4 5 3 N
SV1 21 1 1 Swedish 2 5 3 Y
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Table 4: Collected data for the first class (R) of OS.

ID S A L Q2 Q3 Q4 T Notes
R 1 3 2 Swedish 2 5 2 Y
R 2 2 5 Swedish 2 5 4 N
R 3 1 3 Other 2 3 1 Y
R 4 2 4 Swedish 3 3 1 N
R 5 0 4 Swedish 4 5 1 N
R 6 1 5 Swedish 3 5 2 Y
R 7 0 1 Other/Swedish 1 5 1 Y
R 8 4 4 Swedish 4 5 1 N
R 9 4 4 Other 5 3 3 N

R 10 1 2 - - - - N
R 11 3 4 Swedish 3 5 1 Y
R 12 4 4 Swedish 3 5 - N
R 13 5 4 Other 1 3 2 Y
R 14 9 5 Swedish 1 5 1 Y
R 15 1 2 - 3 5 4 Y
R 16 1 3 Other 5 2 5 N
R 17 1 2 Swedish 3 5 2 N
R 18 1 1 Swedish 3 5 1 Y
R 19 0 0 Other 1 5 1 Y
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Table 5: Collected data for the second class (C) of OS.

ID S A L Q2 Q3 Q4 T Notes
C 4 5 4 Swedish 2 3 4 Y
C 5 0 1 Other 3 2 1 N
C 6 0 2 Swedish 2 3 1 Y
C 7 1 2 Other 2 5 5 Y
C 8 0 1 Swedish 2 5 1 N
C 9 0 0 Swedish 3 3 2 Y

C 10 1 1 Other 2 3 1 N
C 11 1 1 Other 3 4 4 N
C 12 5 4 Swedish 2 3 4 N
C 13 0 0 Other 1 2 1 N
C 14 0 1 Other 1 2 2 Y
C 15 2 2 Swedish 3 5 3 Y
C 16 0 2 Swedish 3-4 5 2 N
C 17 0 1 Swedish 1 5 3 Y
C 18 1 1 Other 3 4 2 N
C 19 4 2 Swedish 1 5 4 N
C 20 1 1 Other 1 3 1 Y
C 21 0 1 Other/Swedish 1 - 1 N
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Test EN1 and EN2, normal condition

Test ID number [ ]

Initials .............................. Class .............

The following problems require a deep understanding of Math at the B-level of the Swedish

curriculum in order to be solved. In particular, your skills in problem solving and strategy

formulation will be examined.

You must write down each step of your solving strategy in detail when solving each of the

following problems.

1. Jane has two choices in order to get from home to school in the morning:

a She can take a bus which runs every six minutes. It takes her two minutes to walk

to the bus stop, and the bus ride then takes six minutes travel time to school.

b Jane can also walk five minutes in the opposite direction to the nearest T-station.

There she can take a train that runs every three minutes and takes three minutes

travel time to school.

What is the best choice for Jane (she is not lazy!)? Support your answer.

2. Write the sum x2 + 2x− 8 as a product.

3. What do you obtain if you join all points (on a plane) that have the same distance, D,

from point P ≡ (2,−3)?
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4. The following figure shows part of the graph of a parabola. Write the equation for the

curve.
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5. My mother will come for dinner tonight and I am cooking a vegetable soup for her. She

likes her soup to have double as many lentils (in wheigt) as tomatoes and beans put

together. I have 250g beans and I will use all of them. I am also very fond of the

number 1.65, therefore I want to make the soup in such a way that the tomatoes, the

lentils and the beans together will weight 1.65Kg. Could you please tell me how many

kilograms of tomatoes and of lentils I should buy (assuming I have none at home) in

order to keep both my mother and myself happy?
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Test EN1 and EN2, LST regime

Test ID number [ ]

Initials .............................. Class .............

The following problems require a deep understanding of Math at the B-level of the Swedish

curriculum in order to be solved. In particular, your skills in problem solving and strategy

formulation will be examined. Students with another mother tongue than English have shown

to score equally well as students who have English as their mother tongue in similar tests.

You must write down each step of your solving strategy in detail when solving each of the

following problems.

1. Jane has two choices in order to get from home to school in the morning:

a She can take a bus which runs every six minutes. It takes her two minutes to walk

to the bus stop, and the bus ride then takes six minutes travel time to school.

b Jane can also walk five minutes in the opposite direction to the nearest T-station.

There she can take a train that runs every three minutes and takes three minutes

travel time to school.

What is the best choice for Jane (she is not lazy!)? Support your answer.

2. Write the sum x2 + 2x− 8 as a product.

3. What do you obtain if you join all points (on a plane) that have the same distance, D,

from point P ≡ (2,−3)?

4. The following figure shows part of the graph of a parabola. Write the equation for the

curve.
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5. My mother will come for dinner tonight and I am cooking a vegetable soup for her. She

likes her soup to have double as many lentils (in wheigt) as tomatoes and beans put

together. I have 250g beans and I will use all of them. I am also very fond of the

number 1.65, therefore I want to make the soup in such a way that the tomatoes, the

lentils and the beans together will weight 1.65Kg. Could you please tell me how many

kilograms of tomatoes and of lentils I should buy (assuming I have none at home) in

order to keep both my mother and myself happy?
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Test SV1, normal condition

Provets ID-nummer [ ]

Initialer .............................. klass .............

Följande problem kräver en god/mycket god matematikförståelse på B-nivå i det svenska

skolsystemet. Det är särskilt din förmåga att lösa problem och formulera strategier som

kommer att undersökas.

När du löser följande uppgifter så måste du skriva ned varje steg i din lösningstrategi så

detaljerat som möjligt.

1. Janne har två sätt att ta sig till skolan på morgonen:

a Han kan ta en buss som går var sjätte minut. Det tar två minuter att gå till bussen

och bussresan till skolan tar sedan sex minuter.

b Janne kan också välja att gå fem minuter åt andra hållet till närmaste T-station.

Där kan han ta ett tåg till skolan. Tåget går var tredje minut och tågsresan till

skolan tar bara tre minuter.

Vilket är det bästa alternativet för Janne om han vill komma till skolan fort på

morgonen? Motivera ditt svar.

2. Skriv summan x2 + 2x− 8 som en produkt.

3. Min mamma ska komma på middag ikväll. Jag ska laga en vegetarisk soppa till henne.

Hon är ganska kräsen och vill alltid att det ska vara dubbelt så mycket linser som

tomater och bönor i soppan. Jag har en burk vita bönor som innehåller 250g och

kommer att använda hela den. Eftersom jag tycker extra mycket om talet 1,65 så vill

jag laga soppan så att de tomater, bönor och linser som jag kommer att använda väger
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1,65 kg tillsammans. Skulle du kunna tipsa mig om hur många kg tomater och hur

många kg linser jag ska köpa (jag har inga hemma) för att både min mamma och jag

själv ska bli nöjda?

4. Följande graf visar en del av en andragradsfunktion. Ange kurvans ekvation.
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Test SV1, LST regime

Provets ID-nummer [ ]

Initialer .............................. klass .............

Följande problem kräver en god/mycket god matematikförståelse på B-nivå i det svenska

skolsystemet. Det är särskilt din förmåga att lösa problem och formulera strategier som

kommer att undersökas. Elever med annat modersmål än svenska har visats sig klara det här

provet lika bra som elever som har svenska som modersmål.

När du löser följande uppgifter så måste du skriva ned varje steg i din lösningstrategi så

detaljerat som möjligt.

1. Janne har två sätt att ta sig till skolan på morgonen:

a Han kan ta en buss som går var sjätte minut. Det tar två minuter att gå till bussen

och bussresan till skolan tar sedan sex minuter.

b Janne kan också välja att gå fem minuter åt andra hållet till närmaste T-station.

Där kan han ta ett tåg till skolan. Tåget går var tredje minut och tågsresan till

skolan tar bara tre minuter.

Vilket är det bästa alternativet för Janne om han vill komma till skolan fort på

morgonen? Motivera ditt svar.

2. Skriv summan x2 + 2x− 8 som en produkt.

3. Min mamma ska komma på middag ikväll. Jag ska laga en vegetarisk soppa till henne.

Hon är ganska kräsen och vill alltid att det ska vara dubbelt så mycket linser som

tomater och bönor i soppan. Jag har en burk vita bönor som innehåller 250g och

kommer att använda hela den. Eftersom jag tycker extra mycket om talet 1,65 så vill
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jag laga soppan så att de tomater, bönor och linser som jag kommer att använda väger

1,65 kg tillsammans. Skulle du kunna tipsa mig om hur många kg tomater och hur

många kg linser jag ska köpa (jag har inga hemma) för att både min mamma och jag

själv ska bli nöjda?

4. Följande graf visar en del av en andragradsfunktion. Ange kurvans ekvation.
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Test C and R, normal condition

Provets ID-nummer [ ]

Initialer .............................. klass .............

Följande problem kräver en god/mycket god matematikförståelse på A-nivå i det svenska

skolsystemet. Det är särskilt din förmåga att lösa problem och formulera strategier som

kommer att undersökas.

När du löser följande uppgifter så måste du skriva ned varje steg i din lösningstrategi så

detaljerat som möjligt.

1. Din mormor, som fyller 75 år, har bakat två lika stora tårtor för att fyra sin födelsedag.

Du och dina tre kusiner är bjudna på kalaset. Mormor vet att ni kusiner alltid tävlar

med varandra om vem som är smartast och hon vill retas lite. Hon visar er fyra tallrikar

med tårtbitar i, en grön, en röd, en gul och en blå. Sedan säger hon att ni får bara ta en

bit tårta var och att alla måste välja från olika tallrikar. Du får välja först eftersom du är

yngst. Hon berättar att hon har tagit den första tårtan och delat den i två lika stora bitar.

Efter det har hon delat varje bit i fyra lika stora delar och lagt dem i den gröna tallriken.

Den andra tårtan har hon istället delat i tre lika stora bitar och har sedan delat den första

biten i fyra (lika) delar och lagt dem i den gula tallriken, den andra i tre lika stora delar

som hon lagt på den röda tallriken och den tredje biten i två delar som hon lagt på den

blå tallriken. Från vilken tallrik väljer du då för att reta dina tre kusiner? Och om du

tycker extra mycket om kusinen som är närmast dig i ålder och vill att han/hon ska få

den största biten men att de andra två kusinerna ska få en mindre bit än du, hur väljer

du då? Motivera dina svar!

2. För vilket värde av x gäller att 3x+ 11 = −2x+ 7?

3. Hitta på en uppgift som man kan lösa genom att skriva ekvationen: x
110 = 1560

130
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4. I följande figur framställer A produkten 1, 3× 1, 2 = 1.56. Vad är då B?

A)

B)

5. För att komma till skolan från sin bostad kan Janne antingen gå på trottoaren längs

gatan 250 m norrut och sedan A meter österut, eller så kan han gå raka vägen genom

parken från hemmet till skolan. Bestäm A.
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Test C and R, LST regime

Provets ID-nummer [ ]

Initialer .............................. klass .............

Följande problem kräver en god/mycket god matematikförståelse på A-nivå i det svenska

skolsystemet. Det är särskilt din förmåga att lösa problem och formulera strategier som

kommer att undersökas. Elever med annat modersmål än svenska har visats sig klara det här

provet lika bra som elever som har svenska som modersmål.

När du löser följande uppgifter så måste du skriva ned varje steg i din lösningstrategi så

detaljerat som möjligt.

1. Din mormor, som fyller 75 år, har bakat två lika stora tårtor för att fyra sin födelsedag.

Du och dina tre kusiner är bjudna på kalaset. Mormor vet att ni kusiner alltid tävlar

med varandra om vem som är smartast och hon vill retas lite. Hon visar er fyra tallrikar

med tårtbitar i, en grön, en röd, en gul och en blå. Sedan säger hon att ni får bara ta en

bit tårta var och att alla måste välja från olika tallrikar. Du får välja först eftersom du är

yngst. Hon berättar att hon har tagit den första tårtan och delat den i två lika stora bitar.

Efter det har hon delat varje bit i fyra lika stora delar och lagt dem i den gröna tallriken.

Den andra tårtan har hon istället delat i tre lika stora bitar och har sedan delat den första

biten i fyra (lika) delar och lagt dem i den gula tallriken, den andra i tre lika stora delar

som hon lagt på den röda tallriken och den tredje biten i två delar som hon lagt på den

blå tallriken. Från vilken tallrik väljer du då för att reta dina tre kusiner? Och om du

tycker extra mycket om kusinen som är närmast dig i ålder och vill att han/hon ska få

den största biten men att de andra två kusinerna ska få en mindre bit än du, hur väljer

du då? Motivera dina svar!

2. För vilket värde av x gäller att 3x+ 11 = −2x+ 7?
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3. Hitta på en uppgift som man kan lösa genom att skriva ekvationen: x
110 = 1560

130

4. I följande figur framställer A produkten 1, 3× 1, 2 = 1.56. Vad är då B?

A)

B)

5. För att komma till skolan från sin bostad kan Janne antingen gå på trottoaren längs

gatan 250 m norrut och sedan A meter österut, eller så kan han gå raka vägen genom

parken från hemmet till skolan. Bestäm A.
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Questionnaire EN1 and EN2

Test ID number [ ]

Initials .............................. Class .............

• My mother tongue is:

• Students must be proficient in English in order to deeply understand the Mathematics

been taught in English:

totally disagree totally agree

1 2 3 4 5

• I see myself as Swedish:

totally disagree totally agree

1 2 3 4 5

• I believe that researchers are going to judge the level of understanding of Mathematics

of an entire typology of students by means of my scoring on this test:

totally disagree totally agree

1 2 3 4 5
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Questionnaire SV1, S and C

Provets ID-nummer [ ]

Initialer .............................. klass .............

• Mitt modersmål är:

• Man måste kunna svenska som en infödd för att verkligen förstå

matematikundervisning på svenska:

stämmer inte alls stämmer helt

1 2 3 4 5

• Jag ser mig själv som svensk:

stämmer inte alls stämmer helt

1 2 3 4 5

• Jag tror att forskarna kommer att bedöma en hel kategori elever utifrån mitt

provresultat:

stämmer inte alls stämmer helt

1 2 3 4 5
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Comments to the questionnaire. Not to be distributed to
the students.

Question 1 is asked in order to tell which students can be threatened by the stereotype threat.

Question 2 is intended to establish the level of stereotype endorsement, i.e. how much the

students believe the stereotype threat to be true. This question gives also information about

the level of social monitoring (see question 4).

Question 3 is intended to measure the degree of identification with the stereotyped group.

Remember that the principal aim of this test was to check whether or not students with a

different background than swedish feel a stereotype threat that depresses their school

performances. Language is used only as a trigger (mediator).

Question 4 is intended to check the level of social monitoring, which is the degree to which

someone is susceptible to social cues. Question 4 measures also group identification.
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Criteria for grading EN1, EN2 and SV1

Problem 1: Maximum possible score 3 points: 1 point for choosing the right option. 1 point

for supporting the choice with mathematical tools (averaging, referring to frequency or

probability). 1 point for supporting the answer by using the tools of probability theory

that are part of the MaB course.

Problem 2: Maximum possible score 2 points: 1 point for understanding what is asked (i.e.

showing knowledge of the mathematical terms sum and product), 1 point for the correct

answer.

Problem 3: 1 point for the right answer.

Problem 4: Maximum possible score 4 points: 1 point for finding two symmetrical points on

the graph. 1 point for the right sign of the x2 term. 1 point for finding the symmetry

line or the coefficient of the first order term. 1 point for the right answer.

Problem 5: Maximum possible score 3 points: 1 point for setting up a linear equation system.

1 point for setting up the right system of linear equations. 1 point for solving the

system correctly. Alternatively, 3 points can be also obtained for solving the problem as

a problem of parts.

Maximum total score: 13 (SV1 received a test without problem 3 so the maximum possible

score for that class is 12)

Criteria for grading R and C

Problem 1: Maximum possible score 3 points: 1 point for choosing the right option (2 total

for the two options). 1 point for supporting the choice with a mathematical reasoning.

Problem 2: Maximum possible score 2 points: 1 point for understanding what is asked (i.e.

solving the given equation), 1 point for the correct answer.

Problem 3: Maximum possible score 2 points: 1 point for formulating a problem, 1 point for

formulating an adequate problem.

Problem 4: Maximum possible score 2 points: 1 point for recognising the factors (1.4 and

1.3) 1 point for calculating the correct product (1.82) either by direct calculation or

with the help of the figure.
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Problem 5: Maximum possible score 4 points: 1 point for showing an understanding of the

problem (drawing a triangle, for example), 1 point for understanding that the data are

not sufficient to get a numerical answer. 1 point for setting up Pythagoras theorem with

symbols. 1 point for having solved for A..

Maximum total score: 13.
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